
Anna Smithers: A Tragic Figure in Goethe's
"Faust, Part Two"

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's "Faust, Part Two" is a complex and
multifaceted masterpiece that explores themes of love, knowledge,
salvation, and the human condition. Amidst the grand cosmic themes that
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unfold, one particular character stands out for her innocence and tragic
fate: Anna Smithers.
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Anna, a simple country girl, is introduced in Act 5 of the play. She is
portrayed as a kind and caring young woman, innocently in love with
Valentin, a soldier who is away at war. However, her life takes a tragic turn
when Mephistopheles, the devilish figure who serves as Faust's
companion, schemes to win her affection.

Mephistopheles employs his cunning and magic to create a false image of
Valentin as a faithless and treacherous lover, thus sowing seeds of doubt in
Anna's heart. In her desperation and loneliness, Anna turns to
Mephistopheles for comfort and protection, seeking a way to bring Valentin
back to her.

However, Mephistopheles' motives are far from noble. He offers Anna a
sleeping potion to give to Valentin, promising that it will bring him back to
her, but with a sinister twist. The potion contains a deadly poison, a fact
that Mephistopheles conceals from Anna.
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Anna, blinded by her love and desperation, believes Mephistopheles' lies
and administers the potion to Valentin. Upon awakening, Valentin is filled
with anger and rage, believing that Anna has betrayed him. In a fit of fury,
he kills Anna, leaving her dead in the street.

Anna's death is a tragic and senseless loss. She was an innocent victim,
manipulated and deceived by Mephistopheles' evil schemes. Her only
crime was her love for Valentin and her desperation to protect him.

In the aftermath of Anna's death, Faust is consumed by guilt and remorse.
He realizes the extent of Mephistopheles' treachery and the devastating
consequences of his own pursuit of forbidden knowledge and power.

Anna Smithers' character serves as a poignant reminder of the fragility of
human life and the dangers of blindly trusting those who promise easy
solutions. Her tragic fate underscores the importance of truth, honesty, and
the consequences of our actions.

In-Depth Analysis of Anna Smithers' Character

Anna Smithers is a complex and multifaceted character who has been the
subject of much scholarly analysis and interpretation. Her innocence, her
vulnerability, and her ultimate demise have resonated with readers for
centuries.

One of the most striking aspects of Anna's character is her innocence. She
is a young woman who has lived a sheltered life in the countryside. Her
love for Valentin is pure and selfless, and she is unaware of the darker
forces at play around her.



Anna's innocence makes her particularly susceptible to Mephistopheles'
manipulations. He exploits her trust and her desperation, using his cunning
to deceive her into actions that ultimately lead to her downfall.

Another key aspect of Anna's character is her vulnerability. She is a young
woman alone in the world, with no one to protect her from the dangers that
surround her. When Valentin goes off to war, she is left feeling lost and
alone.

Anna's vulnerability makes her an easy target for Mephistopheles. He
senses her weakness and preys upon her fears and insecurities, leading
her down a path of destruction.

Ultimately, Anna's fate is a tragic one. She is an innocent victim who is
used and discarded by Mephistopheles. Her death serves as a warning to
those who blindly trust others and who allow themselves to be led astray by
promises of easy fulfillment.

Symbolism and Imagery Associated with Anna Smithers

Anna Smithers is a character who is often associated with a range of
symbols and imagery. These symbols help to convey her innocence, her
vulnerability, and her tragic fate.

One of the most common symbols associated with Anna is the flower.
Flowers are often seen as symbols of beauty, innocence, and purity. Anna
is often depicted holding a flower, or surrounded by flowers, which
emphasizes her innocence and vulnerability.



Another symbol associated with Anna is the lamb. Lambs are often seen as
symbols of sacrifice and innocence. Anna's death can be seen as a
sacrifice, as she is killed for a crime she did not commit. Her innocence is
further emphasized by the fact that she is killed by Valentin, the man she
loved.

The color white is also frequently associated with Anna. White is often seen
as a symbol of purity and innocence. Anna is often dressed in white, which
further underscores her innocence and vulnerability.

These symbols and images help to create a vivid and memorable portrait of
Anna Smithers. They convey her innocence, her vulnerability, and her
tragic fate, making her one of the most unforgettable characters in
Goethe's "Faust, Part Two."
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